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Do-It-Yourself Printing
from Engraved Plates
By Terry Bryan

T. HE AMERICAN BANK NOTE COMPANY (ABNCo) WAS THE LEADER IN SECURITY
printing in the United States from 1858 through the 20th Century. Over that period of time, thousands
of metal plates were engraved and etched with vignettes, portraits, titles, borders, and numbers. The
modern ABNCo marketed limited editions of vignette sheets printed from original plates for collectors

for several years. A few years ago, they made modern printings of bank notes from old plates preserved in company
archives. These collectibles have been labeled "proprietary proofs" by collectors. Corporate changes in later years
resulted in the sale of the company's archives of old proof printings of many of their products. Thousands of bank
note proofs, stock certificate proofs, proof vignettes and text blocks were sold in a series of auctions. Large albums
of sample vignettes became available to collectors.

Several years ago, the successors to ABNCo sold the storehouse of metal plates and dies to a consortium of
dealers. ANR/Stack's is selling these engraved artifacts in small numbers during various auctions. Several such auc-
tions have been held so far, and at this rate, the sales will go on for years to come. This appears to be a successful
marketing plan, since the prices for desirable items have risen from sale to sale.

This series of ABNCo plate archive sales will allow collectors of obsolete currency and stock certificates the
opportunity to possess examples of the stages in the industrial production of their paper collectibles. Whole bank
note plates and vignette plates (termed "dies" in some ABNCo records) were seldom available prior to this release.
The stock-in-trade of the ABNCo was the precision, security, and anti-counterfeiting nature of their intaglio print-
ing. The company guarded their obsolete plates as part of their guarantee that customers' orders could not be com-
promised later. Some vignettes have been reused on various financial documents over a time span of 130 years. In
recent times, intaglio engraving has lessened in importance in the security printing industry, and less labor-intensive
technical methods serve the same purpose.
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Artistic results printing from ABNCo plates can be achieved at home by following methods described. Clockwise from above left are

Scene from Dr. Kane's Arctic Expedition (The White Bear), Cotton, Scouting Party (Charge of the Zouaves), and Letter from Home.

Collectors can now benefit from the availability of metal plates used for printing vignettes and portraits,
plates in copper and steel for printing sheets of bank notes and stocks, cylinder dies for transferring designs from
the small plates to the customers' bank note plates, and plates for printing company names and text onto the larger
plates. Some large plates for book illustrations, tickets, checks, and engravers' advertisements are also being sold. A
few banks would buy the actual plates; local printers would do their printing. Engravers might deface plates and
forward them to the bankers after their usefulness had ended. The few bank note plates previously in collectors'
hands presumably came from the local banks' retention of plates in their hometown. ABNCo retained the vast
majority of plates, and the bankers and corporate directors would return to them for repeat printing orders. Many
plates were later melted.

I purchased several small vignette plates in one of the early ABNCo sales. I was interested in vignettes that
were attributed to original artwork by the artist F.O.C.Darley (see Paper Money number 248), and the images them-
selves were evocative. I already had a two-subject bank note plate from a previous sale, again with a Darley-derived
vignette. These objects held a beauty of their own. Turning them in the light revealed the subtle shadings of the
fine scribed lines in the steel. They were not under my roof for very long before I wondered if I could print images
from them.

Books by Gene Hessler, by ABNCo and by others detail the process of printing from intaglio plates. Ink is
applied to the fine grooves in the flat metal surface. Excess ink is wiped off the surface. The inked plate is pressed
onto a piece of paper by heavy rollers. The paper is forced into the grooves, picking up the ink. Thus summarized,
it sounds easy.

Actually, the process evolved over centuries and decades, achieving its height of development with the
ABNCo. The inks are specialized and sometimes secret formulae. The removal of excess ink can be rather prob-
lematic. The paper must be carefully selected, considering its eventual use. Great pressure from a heavy geared
roller press is needed to print. The ABNCo and other firms took this process from hand printing one sheet at a
time in the 1850s to mechanized mass production machinery in the 1900s.

Well, I could not resist inking and trying to print from my plates. The following article details my experi-
ments with readily available materials. I knew that I was "reinventing the wheel" with my efforts. I did not expect
to achieve professional results, but I hoped for images that could be displayed beside the plates.
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Readily available materials from home and workshop can be employed in pulling prints from the ABNCo archival dies and plates.

An uninked plate showing the various depths of the intaglio engraving
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I bought several inks and papers from a local craft store. These were used in calligraphy and decorative
crafts. I padded ink on with a cloth. I had a wooden veneer roller, and I rolled the paper over the inked plate as
hard as I could. This produced very disappointing results, no matter which ink and paper combination was tried.

I knew that the professional plate presses applied tremendous pressure where the operator's effort turning a
large wheel was geared to multiply the turning force of rollers, pressing the paper against the metal plate. I had
seen the process at work at the Bureau of Engraving & Printing Spider Press exhibit at several paper money shows.
The operator would exert visible effort to turn the handle when printing a souvenir card. I heard a reference to
4,000 pounds per square inch of applied pressure from one of the presses. I tried to think of an easy way to apply
more pressure to the plate and paper.

Using scrap dimensional lumber, I built a platform of 2 x 8" fir, raised from the bench by strips of 2" thick
wood. I had some machinists' screw clamps on hand; these are essentially heavy-duty C-clamps. Raising the print-
ing platform off the bench allowed clearance for the lower jaw of the clamp. I found that regular C-clamps, bar
clamps or pistol-grip clamps commonly used by woodworkers would not exert as much pressure as the heavier type.

A scrap of thick cowhide leather was fixed to the wooden platform with double-faced tape. The suede side
of the leather was turned up. A few layers of thinner leather, such as scraps from a discarded lady's purse, would
probably work as well. I wanted a resilient surface to press against.

Layers of tissue paper were put over the leather, and the printing paper placed on top of the pile. The
inked plate was inverted onto the paper to be pressed. The amount of tissue paper placed under the printing paper
made a difference in the final print. For best results, different thicknesses of tissue were needed for each of my
plates.

A piece of hardwood about the size of the individual plate was double-face taped to the back of the plate.
This prevented marring the back of the plate from metal-to-metal contact with the clamps. I concluded that the
wood would keep the plate flat under pressure, and the leather would not harm the front of the plate.

There are two grades of double-faced tape in hardware stores. One type is specifically for holding carpet
seams to the floor. The other type is for lighter-duty purposes. I advise using the light duty tape. It proved to be
difficult to clean off the back of the plate, yet it was needed to prevent the plate from sliding under clamping. The
better carpet tape might hold the plate to the wood block too well for easy release later.

To summarize the printing setup layers from the top: hardwood block, double-faced tape, vignette plate,
moist blank paper, tissue paper, leather, double-faced tape, soft wood board. With ink on the plate, the whole pile
is pressed together with screw clamps. Once the proper materials are obtained, the layer of tissue paper seems to be
an important variable for experimentation.

Materials laid out for printing
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Press bed and die      

An inked vignette die               
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Layers of the process

Press bed and plate with clamps in place

Even with increased pressure from one or more clamps, not much ink was transferring to the paper. The
plate was making a rectangular impression into the paper. This seemed to indicate that sufficient pressure was gen-
erated for printing. The correct ink and paper combination was the remaining necessity.

The calligraphy inks that I first used contain dryers. For craft and writing purposes, you want ink to set
almost instantly on the page. Those thin inks are also rather transparent black. Water-based inks are made for easy
cleanup, but set much too quickly for plate printing. I realized that I needed an oil-based ink. This would have
slower drying time, allowing wiping the plate, positioning the plate, and applying the clamps.

Dover Litho Printing Company here in Dover, Delaware, is the expert printer of our official journal, Paper
Money. SPA/IC editors and Mike Frebert and his associates have raised Paper Money into the realm of the most
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Clamp pressure on plate

attractive hobby publications. Mr. Frebert is interested in printing history, and I took my plate material to show
him. He was kind to give me some professional printers' ink, which proved to be just right. The ink that I used was
Top Set Deluxe Pantone Neutral BlackTM by Monarch Color Corporation of Pennsauken, New Jersey (800-899-
4675). This is a very thick, very black, slow drying oil-based ink. It allows plenty of time for wiping and placing the
plate. The ink forms a firm skin on its surface between uses. A small amount of mineral spirits in the can helps to
preserve the ink from drying out too much. I suspect that a commercial container of such ink would last the home
printer for years. You might do well to cultivate the printer in your town for a gift of a little ink for your own
experiments. I matted and framed one of my prints for Mr. Frebert in gratitude for the ink.

I had a sample of every kind of paper sold in the craft store. There were glossy coated papers, construction
paper, drawing papers, cotton linters (like thick, soft card stock) for papermaking, deacidified tissue and bond paper.
Initial results with the thick cotton linters and with linter material with tissue on top were encouraging. The tissue
would pick up fine lines, but the subtle laid pattern of the linter and the tissue would show up, too.

I recalled that ABNCo and others utilized wet paper for such printing. Various papers were spritzed with
water from a spray bottle from my wife's laundry cabinet. This produced better results with the tissue-on-linter
prints, but the wet tissue was too fragile to handle afterwards. I could not even lift the plate off the print without
tearing holes in the tissue. Most of the other modern papers were coated in a way that prevented the water mist
from penetrating and softening the surface. The wet, soft paper was supposed to squeeze into the fine lines on the
printing plate where the ink resided.

Acid-free paper was desirable for permanence of the work. Even a subtle pattern in the paper would show
up in the printing. I thought that archival tissue obtained from the Historical Society of Delaware would approxi-
mate the tissue-on-card medium used on some old proof vignettes. Holding the tissue to the light revealed a grid
pattern. Similarly, many uncoated papers in the craft store had a surface texture, appropriate for fine calligraphy,
but not for intaglio printing. It surprised me that the slightest paper texture could reveal itself in the final print.

StrathmorendDrawing Medium proved to be the best paper readily available. It is a soft, uncoated, 80-
pound, acid-free, untextured paper that comes in pads from 4" x 6" and up to poster size.

The wet paper process has a disadvantage: The paper becomes wavy as it dries. The ABNCo had to press
sheets of bank notes flat after printing. This flattened and blurred the raised ink lines to a degree. They developed
a dry process in the 1920s, involving much greater pressure during printing. This eliminated the need for pressing
the paper flat afterwards. I concluded that there was no home method to increase the pressure of the plate on the
paper, and I had to be satisfied with somewhat wavy results. Matting and framing the print hides the irregularity of
the dried paper.

I ironed some of the finished prints. Placed face down on white paper, I used a hot iron after a light water



Cotton Linter Wet -- fair print
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V 49$11,1

Excess ink on plate

Ink voids from damaged plate

Not enough ink on plate

spray. This flattened the paper well, but it also
ironed out the rectangular plate impression slightly.
I did not see any difference in the ink image, and no
ink was transferred to the white undersheet.

Inking the plate proved to involve some
artistry. Different plates required individual atten-
tion to details. Excess ink was applied and initially
card stock squeegees were used to press ink into the
grooves and to remove gross excess. Cloth wipes
seemed to remove too much ink from below the sur-
face, and the weave of the cloth would not remove
the ink fully. It appeared that capillary action of
cloth might draw ink up out of the engraving, result-
ing in a light print. Finally, paper towels were the
best choice, both to apply the ink and to remove the
excess. I tried to "press" the ink into the image.
After that, I wiped away from the edges towards the
center of the image.

Apparently, an art technique applied to
some intaglio illustrations was to leave some ink on
the surface plate. This achieved some atmospheric
effect desired by the artist, but such excess ink was
ugly in my prints. Conversely, in the case of my
plates, some areas did not print up well if wiped too
thoroughly, apparently owing to the shallowness of
the engraving. The paper wipes were turned to a
clean surface after each pass. Each print used about
eight quarter sheets of paper towel. I ran a clean
piece of towel around the edges of the plate before
positioning it against the moistened printing paper.

The traditional last wipe of the metal plate
was done by the bare palm of the printer in the old
clays. I wore rubber gloves, and stayed with the
paper towel method while dressed in old clothes.
Sometimes the wiping was not thorough enough,
transferring some ink from edges of the plate, ruin-
ing the print. I was surprised to have the finest inad-
vertent scratches on the plate accept ink and appear
on the print. It was possible to use a coarse eraser to
remove extraneous ink from the dried prints, but the
surface of the soft paper was roughened. Suitable
matting of the prints can cover some of these mis-
takes.

The two-subject currency plate in my pos-
session had been cancelled by lightly peening the
devices with a hammer. I had purchased the plate
because of the presence of The White Bear vignette
on one note. This is arguably the most famous bank
note vignette, subject of many articles. It is found
on scarce and on rare bank notes. ABNCo pro-
duced a "proprietary modern proof" image of a
Tennessee bank note with this vignette as part of its
collectibles marketing 15 years ago. My plate was
for the $20 and $50 notes of the Hingham Bank in
Massachusetts. I was pleased to find out that no
printed notes are currently known from this plate.
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Not enough ink on plate

V CI,

Dry drawing paper -- fair print

Wet tissue, fragile

The White Bear and one other vignette were rela-
tively untouched by the cancellation. The slight
dents in the vignettes could be wiped selectively, and
acceptable printing done.

Since these vignettes on the large plate were
surrounded by other bank note devices, I masked the
vignettes with brown paper, taped to the back and
folded around the front, with the hole in the paper
sized and placed to expose just the part of the plate to
be printed. The brown paper could be folded back,
leaving it taped on one side. The plate section could
be inked and wiped, and the brown paper brought
back over to cover the undesired part of the plate.
Keeping the paper partially taped insured that the
gap in the paper would line up on the vignette every
time for multiple printings. After pressing the print,
the back of the brown paper would receive the ink
from the extraneous areas of the plate, and the white
drawing paper would receive just the vignette image
exposed by the hole in the brown paper.

Similarly, the individual small vignette plates
could be masked to avoid printing the titles and serial
numbers under the pictures, if desired.

I have concluded that an entire bank note is
beyond my capabilities to print at home. Short of an
antique plate press, or a hydraulic press, sufficient
pressure cannot be applied over such a large area.
There is concern that a homemade set-up would
bend or damage a plate in some way if too much
pressure were applied. Some of the plates now being
sold have a bit of a curve imparted by the roller pres-
sure. With all the plates that will soon be in collec-
tors' hands, there may be a business opportunity for a
plate printer to offer custom printing for our prized
metal plates. (This was suggested in an earlier issue
of our journal by correspondent Shawn Hewitt, see
Paper Money, no. 253, p. 79.)

My main concern with all this experimenta-
tion was to do nothing that could harm these print-
ing plates. The word "unique" is not excessive to
describe much of this material from ABNCo. The
engravers kept these objects in good condition (gen-
erally wrapped in acidic paper, generally not in cli-
mate controlled spaces) for many decades. I feel a
custodial responsibility to preserve them for future
enjoyment by other owners. I did not want to use
any injurious materials or physical methods that
would compromise the steel.

The numismatic hobby is used to dealing
with copper, silver and gold alloys. Aside from vari-
ous countries' expedient steel coins, we do not usual-
ly deal with rust. Many of the ABNCo plates were
protected by a coating of wax during storage. Some
of them are being sold with the original paper wrap-
pings. Some of the wrappings are printed with a



Wet paper, too much ink

Wet tissue on linterboard
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Wet paper, not enough ink

proof image of the plate. Even the rough paper wrap-
pers become a collectors' item, with the printed image,
company serial numbers and crayoned notations
affixed. Most of the items auctioned so far are lightly
toned, but none have major rust damage. Clearly, the
auctioneers are cherry-picking the items they are offer-
ing, and these were kept in a fairly dry environment.

My plates arrived heat-sealed in plastic wrap.
Two had waxy coatings that smeared and fingerprinted.
Two appeared to be clean steel. One was slightly pitted
near the edge, and one was hammered deliberately. I
cleaned the plates with mineral spirits (odorless paint
thinner) before and between each printing. Flooding
the surface with clean solvent a few times removed
traces of ink when a printing session was concluded.
Remember to work with solvents such as paint thinner
in a well-ventilated space. Dispose of solvent-soaked
rags and papers properly to avoid the chance of sponta-
neous combustion or chance exposure to open flame.

Greases and oils are available for steel preser-
vation. For example, new firearms are shipped in a sili-
cone product that must be thoroughly cleaned off
before use. Some lubricating products contain addi-
tives designed to clean metal, and I would be concerned
about their effect on these polished printing plates.
The best quality of olive oil and brass musical instru-
ment valve oil is non-corrosive and will not become
rancid. These latter products might be better choices
for short-term coatings of steel plates, for example,
during temporary exposure under glass in a museum
exhibition.
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Hingham Bank two-note plate showing hammer marks

At home, I have applied Johnson Paste WaxTM to the cleaned steel plates. This wax contains no abrasive
solids, and it is easily removed with mineral spirits when more printing or exhibition is done. I will have to see how
this preserves the surface with long-term storage in the bank, or with the plates under glass in a picture frame. I
think that it is undesirable to hermetically seal the plates in packages for the long term (as currency grading services
apparently found out). In a humid environment, there could he moisture condensation on the inside of certain
wrappers. The steel will definitely fare better in some geographic locations than in others. Certainly always use
acid-free framing materials for display.

Chris Pilliod, numismatist and metallurgist, kindly supplied me with data on scientific equipment for metal
preservation. When absolute dryness is needed, airtight desiccators are available. When charged with silica gel,
low humidity is maintained. Other types utilize evacuation to insure dryness. This equipment is expensive; howev-
er. Inexpensive bulk desiccant chemicals are available to reduce moisture for limited periods in closed containers
such as safety deposit boxes. The drying chemicals are available in one-time use packets, or in regenerable form.
Cole-Parmer Scientific Equipment has an on-line catalog at www.ColeParmer.com . As with all our collections,
common sense suggests checking on stored items periodically to observe any deterioration.
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Closeup of Hingham Bank two-note plate showing cancelling marks

On the Web, there is an excellent article on iron preservation by Clara Deck, conservator at Michigan's
Henry Ford Museum, found at www.thehenryford.org . Re-polishing of these printing plates is clearly a job for a
professional. It appears that most of the ABNCo material is in good condition. As collectors, it becomes our
responsibility to keep it that way.

Materials list: plate printing at home:

Soft wood lumber scraps
Hardwood blocks
Leather scraps
Double-faced tape
Heavy screw clamps
Oil-based printers' ink
Acid-free mat board

Tissue paper

Brown paper
StrathmoreT'' drawing paper
Mineral spirits
Paper towels
Water spray bottle
Archive (artists') tape

It occurred to me that my prints from these engraved plates could be confused with proof vignettes from
the 19th Century. A collector new to the field might accept almost anything of the sort, but in reality, the quality of
home prints is not equal to the results of the professional craftsmen who did the work before. The old paper types
are not readily available to the hobbyist, either. The ABNCo certainly did not worry about deceiving the collector
when it began re-printing proof bank notes and proof vignettes in the 1980s. Some of the new "proprietary proofs"
have realized auction prices rivaling the values of original proofs just a few years before. Newly printed productions
from these plates are simply a new collectible finding a place in the hobby. As with any issue, discussion, knowledge
and education are the keys to ultimate satisfaction.

Important: In framing any kind of intaglio engraved work, it is always necessary to mat the paper.
Pressing the raised ink directly onto the glass can cause the print to stick and be ruined. Any valuable framed item
should not be exposed to direct sunlight.
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Masked Hingham Bank two-note plate showing Dr. Kane's Arctic Expedition vignette ready for printing, with resultant print below.

Please contact the Editor with your
comments, particularly if anything suggested
might possibly damage these valuable artifacts.
This experimental exercise in home printing
was certainly fun, and it gave me a new respect
for the skill of the craftsmen who created these
little works of art. I have achieved reasonable
results from home printing of American Bank
Note Company plates. Some inexpensive
ready-made frames and home-cut mats have
been used to display the results. The framed

vignettes are nice gifts for collectors. I have matted one of the plates beside one of the prints for an especially nice
gift to myself.
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